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ABSTRACT 

Cloud computing which is a virtualization service has many 
security issues one of them is establishing a secure 
communication channel between client and cloud .Many 
methods have been proposed for secure message passing, to 
further enhance security we have proposed a enhanced 
method for key exchange in Needham Schroeder Algorithm. 
And then this enhanced algorithm used for security 
measures for cloud. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 

Cloud computing is a virtualization service which is 
provided through internet on demand such that it brings a lot 
of benefits including reduced costs and capital expenditures, 
increased operational efficiencies, scalability, and flexibility. 
These services can be PaaS (Platform as a Service), SaaS 
(Software as a Service) or IaaS (Infrastructure as a 
Service).Cloud can be deployed to user in 3 different ways 
which are Public Cloud (represents an open access), Private 
Cloud (own by organizations for their private use), 
Community Cloud (shares resources with many 
organization) and Hybrid cloud (it contains features of both 
Public and Private). Using various service level agreement 
(SLA) cloud provides its service to user. SLA specifies how, 
when and from where user can use particular service provide 
by cloud. These SLA contains what security measures are to 
be provided to user when these service are been accessed by 
him.  

Since its Emergence cloud has many issues such as 
Data Security, Confidentiality, Integrity, Availability, User 
Authentication and Authorization, data location and 
relocation etc. This security issues act as an obstacle for 
widespread adoption of cloud computing technology. Hence 
to encourage the acceptance of cloud computing technology 

across various organizations it is necessary to address these 
issues by providing effective and reliable solutions. 

As we know cloud deals with so many users at a 
time and thus to provide and manage secure communication 
concept of using key is provided by many but managing key 
is headache and takes lot of overall just to establish secure 
communication. Many researchers have suggested third 
party key distribution approach where key distribution is 
managed by third party. This increase overhead of message 
passing furthers more. Also once key is distributed 
authorization is separate procedure 

In this paper we have proposed a method through 
which we perform efficient message passing for key with 
authentication in it this will can help us reduce this overhead 
from client and cloud. 
 

2. RELATED WORK 
 
 Many Cryptographic techniques, key distribution 
techniques for authorization and authentication techniques 
were proposed as a solution for cloud security. In this 
section we will discuss all existing techniques and their 
related issues. 

In [1] they have used Digital Signature for 
authentication and RSA for Data Encryption for secure data 
transfer over network. This solution addresses the dual 
problem of authentication and data security. 

In paper [2] they presented architecture that enables 
a user to define security requirements that they want to 
enforce on cloud infrastructure. 

In paper [3] authors presented different security 
concerns in cloud. Then they proposed various scheme and 
policies which prevent privacy leakage without authorization 
in Map- Reduce computing process. The weakness is that it 
just a theory which depends on other scheme and policies for 
its implementation. 

In [4] Application software and database are moved 
to large data centers which may not be fully trustworthy. 
This problem is solved by using encryption algorithms to 
encrypt the data. 
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In [5] they have used Kerberos which is a symmetric key 
cryptography is often used since it is light weight protocol. 
In this protocol user has to authenticate only once and then 
access any application server for a specific period of time 
without repeatedly authenticating for each application [6-8]. 

Kerberos consist of Authentication Server, Ticket 
Granting Server and Authentication Database.  TGT is 
requested by client to AS with its ID, ID of TGT and a 
timestamp and then authenticates itself. Client receives 
encrypted TGT .And the requests for obtaining SGT to 
TGS.ID of server is included in the request. This ticket it is 
used to establish secure logical communication channel 
between client and servers. 
 
 
 

3. TRADITIONAL KEY DISTRIBUTION 
APPROACH 

 
 
             m1 
 
      m2 
 
 m3 
 
 m4 
 m5 
 
 
 
 
m1 = (Cid, nA) 
m2 = EKa (Kac, Na, Cid, EKc (Kac, Cid)) 
m3=C1 
m4 = C2= Ekab (nB) 
m5 = C3= Ekab (nB-I). 
 
Where 

nA = code for the request made by user A. 
Cid= identifier of user A. 
Kac= secret key generated by the KDC for 

secure communication between client and cloud. 
nB = a random number generated by cloud. 
CI = EKb (Kab, IDA) 
Ka= private key of user A. 

Kc= private key of Cloud. 
 
The working process of conventional technique is as 
follows: 
STEP 1 

Client sends message m1 as a request, to the KDC 
to establish a secure logical communication with cloud. The 
message contains request identifier nA and client identifier 
Cid. This message is transmitted from user A to KDC in 
plaintext form.  

 
STEP 2 

On receiving m1, the KDC extracts from its table 
the keys Ka, and Kc, which corresponds respectively to the 
client identifiers Cid in the message and of cloud. It then 
creates a secret key Kac for secure communication between 
cloud and Client. By using Kc, the KDC encrypts the pair 
(Kac, Cid) to generate the cipher text C1 = E ((Kac, Cid), 
Kc), It then sends a message m2 to requesting client that 
contains nA, Cid, Kac, C1. The message m2 is encrypted 
with the key Ka, so that only requesting client can decrypt it. 

 
STEP 3 

On receiving m2, client decrypts it with its private 
key Ka, and checks whether nA and Cid of the message 
match with the originals to get confirmed that m2 is the 
reply for m1. If so, user A keeps the key Kac with it for 
future use and sends a message m3, to Cloud. This message 
contains cipher text C1. Note that only cloud can decrypt C1 
because it was generated using key Kc. 

 
STEP 4 

On receiving m3, cloud decrypts CI with its private 
key Kc, and receives both Kac and Cid. Now both client and 
cloud have same key Kab that can be used for secure 
communication between them. Now Cloud needs to verify if 
user A is also having Kac. Therefore, cloud initiates an 
authentication procedure that involves sending a nonce to 
user A and receiving a reply that contains some function of 
the recently sent nonce. For this, cloud generates a random 
number nB, encrypts nB by using key Kac to generate cipher 
text C2 = E (nB, Kac) and sends C2 to client in message 
m4.1 

 
STEP 5 

On receiving m4 client decrypts C2 with the key 
Kac and retrieves nB. It then transforms nB to a new value 
Nt=nB-1 by a previously defined function f. Client encrypts 
Nt, by using Kac to generate the cipher text C3 = E (Nt, Kac) 
and sends C3 to cloud in message m5. 

 
STEP 6 

                                                           
 

KDC 

Client Cloud 
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On receiving m5 cloud decrypts C3, retrieves Nt 
and applies the inverse of function f to N, to check if the 
value obtained is nB. If so, user B gets confirmed that a 
secure channel has been created between user A and user B 
by using key Kac.  

 
 

 
4. PROPOSED KEY DISTRIBUTION 

APPROACH 
 
 
 
 

m1 
 
                     m2 m3 
 
 
 m4 
 
                                m5 
 
m1= Cid, EKa (Cid, nA) 
m2 = EKa (Kac,n. nA) 
m3 = EKc(Kac,n,Cid) 
m4 = EKac(nr) 
m5 = EKac(n) 
 
where 
nA = request identifier from Cid. 
Cid= client identifier. 
Ka = private key of user A. 
Kab= secret key generated by the KDC 
n = Common nonce 
Kc = private key of cloud. 
 
STEP 1 

Client sends a request message m1, to the KDC to 
establish a secure channel with cloud. The message contains 
the Client identifier Cid, and a cipher text of (Cid, and 
request identifier nA) which is encrypted by the private key 
Ka; This message (m1) is transmitted from client to KDC. 

 
STEP 2 

 On receiving m1, the KDC extracts keys Ka and 
Kc, which corresponds respectively to the Client identifier 
Cid and cloud. KDC decrypts the cipher text part of m1 with 
the private key Ka, and checks whether Cid of the message 

match with the originals to get confirmed that m1 is sent by 
the valid client and also checks the integrity of message m1. 
It then creates a secret key Kac for secure communication. It 
then generates a random number n, which will be used by 
client and cloud to authenticate each other. It then creates 
two messages m2 and m3, for client and cloud respectively, 
and sends them simultaneously. The message m2 contains 
Kac, n, nA and is encrypted by the key Ka, so that only 
client can decrypt it. The message m, contains Kac,n,Cid and 
is encrypted by the key Kc, so that only cloud can decrypt it. 

 
STEP 3 

On receiving m2 client decrypts it with its private 
key Ka, and checks whether nA of the message match with 
the originals to get confirmed that m2 is the reply for m1, If 
so, user A keeps the key Kac with it for future use and sends 
a message m5 to client. This message contains cipher text = 
EKac (n). User A also saves a copy of n, The message m5, 
indicates the readiness of client. 

 
STEP 4 
  On receiving m3, cloud decrypts it with its private 
key Kc, and receives Kac, n, and Cid. At this stage both the 
users have the same key Kac that can be used for secure 
communication between them. Cloud sends a message m4 to 
user A. This message contains cipher text= EKac(n). Cloud 
also saves a copy of n., The message m4 indicates the 
readiness of cloud.  
 
STEP 5 

On receiving m4, client decrypts it by Kac, 
retrieves n, and compares its value with the stored n, value. 
If the values are equal then client gets confirmed that cloud 
is in possession of the common key Kac .On receiving m5, 
cloud also does the same thing.  
 
 

5. CONCLUSION 
 
This paper has shown how we can improve the key 

distribution between client and cloud so that authentication 
is allowed during distribution and also the process of key 
distribution can be made rapid. Hence proposed work not 
only helps reduce the processing power at client as well as 
from the cloud side which also indirectly reduces cost 
needed for processing. Also with the use of request identifier 
in each request we are safe with replay attack.  
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